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Senior Presentations

Abraham Nemeth: Math for the Blind

T

magine the vast array of symbols and notation
used in your math class; integrals, sums, derivatives, square roots, and matrices. Now imagine
you are blind. Imagine attempting to represent
mathematical notation for which there is no Braille
equivalent. Imagine having to constantly distinguish between numbers and letters as you perform
algebra. These are some of the challenges that
Abraham Nemeth, who passed away last October,
overcame in pursuing his passion for mathematics.

he senior presentations begin next week with
talks every Tuesday and Thursday at 4:00 in
SAC 113. Please make an effort to attend the talks
and support your classmates.
Tuesday, March 11th
Cory Townes: Tensor Generalization of the Vector
Cross Product to Higher Dimensions

Katie Dwenger: Lebesgue Measure and Integration
Kirstyn Baker: The Stable Roommates Problem
th

Thursday, March 13

Brandon Krause: The Infinitude of the Primes
LeeAnne Carr: Mathematics in Poetry
Tuesday, March 18th
Erica Kamm: The Chinese Remainder Theorem
Adrien Allward: The Euclidean Algorithm
Lauren Steinhurst: The Friendship Theorem
th

Thursday, March 20

Danae Sietsema: Cardano’s Solution of a Cubic
Amanda Shaffner: Fermat's Last Theorem

Senior Dinner on Tuesday, March 18

O

ur annual dinner for senior mathematics and
computer science majors will be held on
Tuesday, March 18th at 6:00 in the Heather Room.
Our dinner has always been a fun event with lots of
good food, laughter, and reminiscing.
So, please make sure you attend. If
you’ve not yet responded to the
invitation sent to you, please contact
Deb Smith by Friday, March 14th.

I

Born blind, Nemeth was repeatedly discouraged
from pursuing mathematics due to the limitation of
Braille. At the time, it was almost impossible for
visually-impaired students to participate in higher
mathematics because there was simply no way to
practically represent fundamental types of mathematics notation. There was no way to indicate
square roots, no way to represent partial derivatives, and what could be represented was often
cumbersome and inefficient to use.
Though many would have accepted the fact that the
blind simply could not do math, Nemeth was determined to find a solution. After obtaining a master's
degree in Psychology, Nemeth continued working
with the six dot cell of Braille to develop a Braille
code for mathematics. This code allowed visuallyimpaired students of mathematics to not only easily
represent basic addition and subtraction, but also
work with the complexities of calculus.
Nemeth's code was adopted in the mid-1950s. In
1955, the University of Detroit hired him as a math
prof. For the next thirty years, he taught math to
sighted students and continued to be an advocate
for the visually-impaired in the areas of math and
science. To learn more, read Nemeth's full obit at:
http://nyti.ms/1jkxDFP . Katie Krauss

Pi Mu Epsilon

Puzzle of the Bi-week

A

re you aware that Alma College has a chapter
of Pi Mu Epsilon, a national mathematics
honorary? Well, it does, and the current members
are Kirstyn Baker, Annie Bruce, Katie Dwenger,
Alex Hegedus, Brandon Krause, Katie Krauss,
and Emily Noble.
In a few weeks we’ll be inviting qualified students to join. If you’d like to
see the requirements for membership,
please contact Professor Sipka or visit
the Pi Mu Epsilon web site at:
www.pme-math.org

H

ere’s a practical problem of local interest:
The wind turbines we see along route 127
have a rotor diameter of 117 meters (384 feet):
that’s the diameter of the circular swath made by
the rotating blades. The blades rotate at 14 rpm.
So, my question for you is:

How fast is the TIP of the blade traveling?

News from the Math Club

T

he Math Club plans to celebrate PI DAY in
style by watching a movie and eating pie. The
event will be on Friday night, March 14th.
Please join the group at its next meeting:

Tuesday, March 4th at 9:00 in Dow 132.
Everyone is welcome.
President:
Vice President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Student Congress Rep:

Jacob Blazejewski
Krystle Reiss
Hannah Austin
Christine Wiersma
Shelly Scribner

A prize of $2.00 will be awarded to the FIRST
student who submits a correct solution to Prof.
Sipka.
Student assistant: Katie Krauss
Faculty advisor: Tim Sipka
Distribution:
Deb Smith

Solution to the Previous Problem

T

here are three boxes, exactly one of which contains a prize. Each box has a label with a
visible statement on it, and exactly one of the statements is true.
Gold box label: "The prize is in this box."
Lead box label: "The prize is not in the gold box."
Silver box label: "The prize is not in this box.”

Which box contains the prize?
The SILVER box contains the prize! Why? The
only assignment of truth values that will work is:
FALSE, TRUE, FALSE for the Gold, Lead and
Silver labels, respectively. That forces the prize to
be in the silver box. Greg DeWitt was the first
student to submit a correct solution. Others solving the problem were: Jake Brower, Christopher
McDonald, and Tom Paron.

If you would like to submit an announcement or a
short article, please send it via e-mail to Tim
Sipka (sipka@alma.edu).

